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religion in albania wikipedia - albania is constitutionally a secular country since 1967 and as such neutral in questions of belief and conscience the most commonly practiced religion in albania is islam mainly sunni or bektashi the second most commonly practiced religion is christianity mainly orthodox catholic and protestant however there are also many irreligious albanians, fan s noli wikipedia - fan noli was born in 1882 in the albanian village of ibrik tepe albanian qytez eastern thrace then part of the ottoman empire as theofanes stylianos mavromatis he was an albanian of the eastern orthodox faith he came from an orthodox albanian community who had fled socio political turbulence 18th century from what is today southern albania and resettled in thrace in areas that had, the best ways to transfer money internationally expatica - transfewise transformerise is a new type of financial company that allows customers to send money internationally at a fraction of the cost that most banks and providers charge, parti unique wikip dia - un parti unique est un parti politique ayant g n ralement sur le plan l gal voire constitutionnel le monopole de l activit politique au sein d un tat par principe les r gimes parti unique s opposent ceux adoptant le multipartisme le monopole de la vie politique aboutissant par d finition la concentration du pouvoir dans les mains des seuls cadres du parti et l isolation
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